
Is Persecution Coming to the Church in America? 

The answer to this question is a clear, Maybe. Our modern era is characterized by a love of speculation, and 
guessing what the future holds would be just more of the same meaningless throwing out of opinions. But 
we are able to recognize trajectories.  

There has already been a mountain of persecution of the Church, so it’s an easy guess that there’s going to 
be more. It almost certainly will not be “hard” persecution, such as occurred under Stalin, or Pol Pot or 
Hitler. The police are not going to come for Christians in the middle of the night and shoot them dead in 
front of their families. Nor will they arrest and torture Christians and lock them up for years and starve 
them to death. No. It’ll be more of the same kind of “soft” persecution that the Church has already 
experienced for decades although without recognizing it as persecution.  

What’s “soft” persecution? A few weeks ago, the Lancaster police commissioner was forced out of his job 
because it was discovered that his wife is a Trump supporter. The clear message is, “No one who is not one 
of us liberals may be in public office.” The man wasn’t shot or imprisoned. He was shamed; his values were 
publicly so repudiated that everyone understands what values society must have – or else. That’s “soft” 
persecution. Persecution, by the way, is not just opposition; persecution means causing harm intentionally 
because of personal religious beliefs. What I’m arguing is, It’s been on-going. Let’s review the persecution 
that the Church in America has already experienced. Five examples here (but lots more could be adduced): 

*  First, there’s the sexual revolution. It’s massive. We’ve made birth control legal and socially accepted. 
Contraception is normal – even for Christians. It has made sex “safe” for everyone; there are no 
consequences! Fornication, in fact all non-marital sexual relations including adultery, even living together 
openly outside of marriage, is so socially accepted, it’s now normal. No questions asked, no stigma. No-fault 
divorce, or even any kind of divorce, followed by re-marriage, is now normal. Also normal is single 
motherhood. Abortion is legal and (largely) socially accepted, so much so that in public places are vending 
machines that sell the chemicals necessary to induce an abortion. No questions asked, no stigma. 
Homosexuality and even gay marriage is legal and socially accepted. A profound revolution has occurred 
before our eyes, one that intentionally repudiates God’s moral standards. So the attack has been at the 
Church, God’s representative on earth. It’s “soft” persecution because it means hardly anyone who has 
joined the revolution will be interested in the Gospel, in going to Church, in becoming a believer. License to 
indulge one’s sexuality is vastly more appealing than the Church’s rigid beliefs about sex. The Church thus 
has fewer people attending – mostly older people who persist in holding to pre-revolutionary morality. The 
Church has been relegated to society’s margins, its fringe.  

*  Second, there’s the exaggerated role of science, with its evolution and billions of years, and especially the 
court decisions that forced the Church to capitulate on teaching creation to America’s youth. Except for the 
relatively few local churches that insist on biblical creation, most churches have abandoned creation, not 
even realizing how their theology has, as a result, been shredded. Who can believe anything the Church has 
to say when it’s taught that we got here by completely natural, evolutionary processes, and so there is no 
God – unless it’s a deist type of god. What’s the point of going to church at all, of esteeming the Church’s 
teachings, when the very existence of God is denied if not doubted. This science stuff was clearly Satanic 
persecution, yet way too many theologians and church leaders failed to recognize it as such and foolishly 
chose to compromise (so-called “theistic evolution”). 

*  Third, situational ethics, or the relativizing of all moral issues, has resulted in the silencing of the Church. 
Nearly everyone in America today knows that there are no absolutes when it comes to moral matters. Why 
make an issue of truth, when anyone who’s been to college knows that truth is merely what society 
happens to agree on? If the Church insists that there are absolutes, no one listens. There might as well not 
be a Church in America. If it disappeared, would it even be missed? 

*  Fourth, the rampant paganism in America – obscene entertainment, lust for video-games and narcissistic 
social media, obsession with Marxism, love of pornography, and especially the recent riots, arson, and 
looting  – demonstrates to all the world that the Church isn’t just weak, it’s effete. It’s obsolete. It obviously 



has nothing compelling to offer. Who cares about any alleged existence after death when there’s so much 
good pagan fun to be had in the here and now. Do even believers today care about sin?  

*  Fifth, the open and public mocking of Christianity on cultural media, in education, in government, and in 
the corporate world, without rebuttal or challenge, has powerfully suppressed the Christian voice.  The 
Wall Street Journal some weeks ago ran a headline for an article, “Are There Too Many Christians On The 
Supreme Court?” No one who identifies publicly as a follower of Christ – regardless how academically 
qualified  – need bother applying to Harvard, Yale or Princeton. Nor to any medical school. Who wants to 
be called “a hate-filled bigot” – the latest epithet for Christians. The Church is already so far at the margins 
of American society that Satan has no need for “hard” persecution; he already has the Church in his pocket. 

The result of the above-described 5 attacks is that Christianity has become a totally personal or private 
religion. Christians are at risk of shame by openly defending their faith or by identifying as a follower of 
Christ. Personal evangelism? Public proclamation of the Gospel? Not practiced anymore. No one dares to. 
No one wants to. The Gospel is a big secret! One must go into a church building to hear it, and unbelievers 
will not do that. Intimidation, mockery, shaming, marginalization, public repudiation of core values/beliefs, 
hey, what else to call this but persecution? Yet it has been so gradual and insidious in onset that hardly 
anyone in leadership roles in the Church has identified it as persecution. And that’s strange, because Jesus 
warned/predicted/taught that the Church would experience it. Satan’s purpose in persecution is to inhibit 
unbelievers from becoming believers. That is already the case in America. 

Some argue that persecution causes the Church to grow, that persecution thus can actually be beneficial. 
But this is false. It’s of course true that in the Book of Acts, the early Church was persecuted yet it grew. But 
it grew in spite of persecution. Nowhere does it say it grew because of persecution. 2 Thessalonians 1:3,4 
does not say that persecution causes faith to grow. That early church was zealously evangelistic, thrilled 
with God’s love, and excited about being called out of paganism; it was fiercely committed to Christ. None 
of this can be said of church-goers in America today. We’ve turned believers into passive audiences, more 
zombie-like than zealous, for whom a good opinion of Jesus could pass for saving faith, and who, when left 
to themselves, invariably discuss what’s mainly on their mind, sports and politics. Did the Islamic 
persecution of the Church in the Middle East during the 700’s cause that Church to grow? No, that church 
disappeared. Today, Palestinian Christians aren’t there any more because of Muslim persecution. Did the 
Church in Europe attacked by the Enlightenment and higher criticism grow? It has almost disappeared.  
VOM publishes examples of believers who experienced persecution and who grew spiritually as a result. 
This does not mean persecution necessarily causes church growth, whether qualitatively or numerically.  

We should understand that all the above attacks on Christianity can be rationally countered. Good 
arguments have been developed by those who do apologetics, but they’re not being deployed. Apologetics 
exists only in seminary classrooms, and might as well not even exist. As some theologians have observed 
with horror, anti-intellectualism fills the Church. If scared of being shamed, or somehow hurt, the easiest 
approach to take is to hide one’s belief.  

The fear of God has vanished from America, both in the church and without. Muslims think they’re doing 
Allah a favor by persecuting Christians. Anti-theists In America do it because they believe they can get away 
with it. No consequences. If the fear of God filled us, there’d probably be less animosity, and more respect 
for and interest in Christianity. The Church preaches God’s love exclusively, and only inside its walls.  

So . . . Will persecution come to the Church in America? It’s safe to say that we can anticipate more of the 
same “soft” kind. It probably won’t even be recognized as persecution, just as it hasn’t been recognized all 
along. In fact, if in the near future, witnessing for Christ becomes illegal or socially hateful (which is likely to 
happen thru so-called anti-proselytizing laws), Christians will probably dance and cheer because it gives 
them the excuse not to do what they wouldn’t do anyway.  

My above discussion argues that there are deep issues facing the American church, in large part due to on-
going, unrecognized persecution. It appears to me that, even without persecution (of any kind) in the 
future, and even without the current coronavirus disease, the Church in America is currently on trajectory 
to self-destruct. The time to identify and resolve these issues is long overdue. 


